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ABSTRACT Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a contagious human pathogen causing liver diseases such as cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. An essential step during HBV replication is packaging of a pregenomic (pg) RNA within the capsid of core antigens (HBcAgs) that each contains a flexible C-terminal tail rich in arginine residues. Mutagenesis experiments suggest that pgRNA encapsidation hinges on its strong electrostatic interaction with oppositely charged C-terminal tails of the HBCAgs, and that the net charge of the capsid and C-terminal tails determines the genome size and nucleocapsid stability. Here, we elucidate the biophysical basis for electrostatic regulation of pgRNA packaging in HBV by using a coarse-grained molecular model that explicitly accounts for all nonspecific interactions among key components within the nucleocapsid. We find that for mutants with variant C-terminal length, an optimal genome size minimizes an appropriately defined thermodynamic free energy. The thermodynamic driving force of RNA packaging arises from a combination of electrostatic interactions and molecular excluded-volume effects. The theoretical predictions of the RNA length and nucleocapsid internal structure are in good agreement with available experiments for the wild-type HBV and mutants with truncated HBcAg C-termini.

INTRODUCTION

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a pararetrovirus responsible for up to 80% of all cases of hepatocellular carcinoma worldwide, second only to tobacco among known human carcinogens (1). Although the initial viral infection is now preventable through vaccination, the HBV vaccine has no effect on the chronically infected population that is at high risk of developing liver cancer. Current drugs for treating HBV target only a specific motif of the viral genome or the reverse transcriptase. Such treatments are often plagued by constant mutations of the viral genome in a changing environment. Although remarkable progress has been made in understanding the natural history and pathogenesis of HBV, little is known about the molecular details of regulating the viral replication (2).

HBV replication entails a cascade of self-assembly processes that depend on various specific and nonspecific intermolecular interactions among a large number of biomacromolecules within the infectious virion and their interactions with the host cellular environment (3,4). A central step during the formation of HBV nucleocapsid is spontaneous coassembly of a pregenomic (pg) RNA with multiple copies of the core antigens (HBcAgs). The self-assembly process hinges on strong electrostatic interactions between the pgRNA and oppositely charged “protamine tails” at the C-termini of the capsid or core proteins. Previous mutagenesis experiments have shown that without the protamine tails, HBV capsids fail to upload significant amounts of RNA; and mutations at the C-terminal region of HBcAgs result in partial encapsidation of the viral genome (5–8). Although pgRNA in the wild-type (WT) HBV consists of 3500 nucleotides (3.5 kb), mutants with truncated protamine tails encapsidate only spliced viral RNA that have much shorter lengths.

Partial encapsidation of the pgRNA in HBV mutants suggests the existence of a balance between the genome size and the net charge of the capsid proteins in a stable nucleocapsid (8). The nonspecific nature of electrostatic interactions implies that charge regulation may be universally applicable to ssRNA/ssDNA viruses including retroviruses and retroposons (9,10). Despite its broad biophysical implications, the theoretical basis of electrostatic regulation for nucleocapsid formation remains obscure. For viral replication in vivo, electrostatic interactions involve not only nucleic acids and proteins but also small ions that are ubiquitous in a cellular environment. In addition, viral capsids often carry a significant amount of net charge, which makes any conclusion based solely on the charge neutrality of macromolecules (10) rather problematic. From a theoretical point of view, electrostatic interactions must work in combination with the molecular excluded-volume effects and other nonspecific intermolecular interactions. A faithful description of electrostatic interactions therefore must also account for all these factors.

In this work, we examine the thermodynamic basis in electrostatic regulation of RNA packaging in WT HBV and mutants of the capsid proteins by using a coarse-grained molecular model. Unlike essentially all existing theories of DNA/RNA packaging, this work explicitly accounts for the valences and sizes of salt ions and macromolecules. It has been repeatedly demonstrated by molecular simulations and by sophisticated density functional theory calculations that the Debye screening parameter alone is insufficient to represent the effect of small ions on interactions between macromolecules, i.e., complexation of nucleic acids with oppositely charged
polypeptides in this case. Except for in systems with only monovalent ions at low salt concentration, theoretical calculations based on the Debye-Hückel-like approximation may lead to erroneous results. Our molecular model accounts for all important factors underlying the equilibrium properties of RNA nucleocapsids, including capsid size, molecular excluded volume, and ion-explicit electrostatic interactions. Without any ad hoc adjustable parameters, the coarse-grained model is able to predict the RNA contents in WT and mutant HBV nucleocapsids in fair agreement with experiments. Whereas the genome size shows a strong linear correlation with the capsid charge, both the slope and intercept differ from those of previous predictions that were based purely on electrostatic interactions (10). This work demonstrates the potential of coarse-grained methods for quantifying nonspecific multibody forces important for understanding viral packaging.

Molecular model and theory

To formulate a theoretical model for describing HBV nucleocapsid formation and stability, we assume that pgRNA encapsidation can be represented by a thermodynamic process that involves the nucleic acids binding to a preformed capsid with flexible protamine tails grafted at the inner surface (Fig. 1a). The most stable nucleocapsid contains all or a fraction of the pgRNA such that the genome content minimizes an appropriately defined thermodynamic potential. The thermodynamic approach to RNA encapsidation is justified by experiments on the formation of HBV nucleocapsids in *Escherichia coli* that lacks the pgRNA and the viral reverse transcriptase (11,12). The bacterial expression of HBcAg results in RNA-containing nucleocapsids with genome length and internal structure that closely resemble those of a WT virus (11), suggesting that the internal structure of a nucleocapsid is not sensitive to the atomic details of the pgRNA, its secondary structures, or the specific cellular environment. In other words, the final state of nucleocapsid formation can be described by a thermodynamic process such that the genome length and the internal structure satisfy an equilibrium criterion. Although the thermodynamic model provides no information on the kinetics of nucleocapsid formation, it captures the internal properties of encapsidated RNA and the protamine tails in a stable nucleocapsid.

The thermodynamic framework allows us to describe the key components of an HBV nucleocapsid by using coarse-grained molecular models. Similar representations have been extensively used in the literature to describe structural and thermodynamic properties of biomacromolecular systems including packaging of DNA/RNA, protein folding, and assembly of viral capsids (13–16). Specifically, the HBV capsid is depicted here as a rigid spherical shell with a uniform surface charge density. The unstructured amino-acid residues at the C-terminal domains of the capsid proteins are represented by tangentially connected chains of hard spheres, each standing for one amino acid residue. For simplicity, these coarse-grained segments are assumed to have the same size but are distinguishable by their valences ($Z_T = +1$, -1, and 0 for charged and neutral residues). The average segment diameter size, $\sigma_T = 5 \text{Å}$, is derived from the 3D structures according to diameter the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (17). We assume that at physiological conditions, each arginine residue carries one positive charge, a glutamate residue carries one negative charge, and a negative charge is also assigned to each phosphorylated serine residue (155, 162, and 170) (18). All other amino acid residues at the C-terminus of HBcAg are free of electrostatic charge.

We represent RNA as a tangent chain of charged spheres with identical diameter and valence, $\sigma_R = 7.5 \text{Å}$ and $Z_R = -1$, respectively. Similar parameters for RNA have been used in a recent simulation work (14). These parameters reflect the

---

**FIGURE 1** Thermodynamic representation of pgRNA stability. (a) The RNA fragment outside the capsid is subject to nuclease digestion. (b) The stable nucleocapsid yields a minimum thermodynamic potential defined by Eq. 4. Shown here are thermodynamic potentials corresponding to the WT HBV and mutant 164. (c) Sequences of amino acid residues at the arginine-rich domains of WT HBcAg (183 amino acids) and the mutants with truncated C-termini (residues 164–179). These mutants are employed in both experiments and theoretical calculations. The electrostatic charge of each amino acid residue is coded with a different color: red, $+1$; teal, $-1$; and black, neutral. Three serine sites (S155, 162, and 170) are phosphorylated.
average size and valence of nucleotides. Within the capsid lumen and host cell, the aqueous medium is assumed to be in equilibrium with a bulk NaCl solution at the physiological condition. As in a standard model of electrolyte solutions, the cations and anions are represented by spherical particles and water molecules by a continuous dielectric medium. In this work, the salt concentration is $C_s = 140$ mM, and the ionic diameters are $\sigma_{Na^+} = 3.9$ Å and $\sigma_{Cl^-} = 3.6$ Å, respectively. The diameters of small ions are taken from Simonin et al. (19), who obtained them by fitting the thermodynamic properties of the bulk electrolyte solutions. In addition to C-terminal tails and encapsidated nucleic acids, each HBV capsid contains a single copy of the reverse transcriptase. Its impact on the thermodynamic properties of RNA packaging is ignored, because the protein, ~3 nm in radius, is expected to have only a negligible effect on the equilibrium properties of the entire nucleocapsid.

In dimensionless units, the pair interaction potential between nonbonded polymer (RNA/polypeptide) segments includes a hard-sphere repulsion and Coulomb interaction

$$\beta u_i(r) = \begin{cases} \infty, & r < (\sigma_i + \sigma_j)/2 \\ \frac{Z_i Z_j}{4\pi\epsilon_0 r}, & r \geq (\sigma_i + \sigma_j)/2 \end{cases}, \quad (1)$$

where $r$ is the center-to-center distance, $Z_i$ is the charge valence of segment $i$, $\beta = 1/k_B T$, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T = 298.15$ K. The Bjerrum length is $l_B = 0.714$ nm, corresponding to that for pure water at 298 K. Equation 1 also applies to the interactions between small ions and to that between a small ion and a polymer segment. Without polymers, the potential becomes identical to that used in a standard theory of electrolyte solutions.

Within the tangent-chain model of polymers, the bonding potential $V_b(R)$ among coarse-grained RNA/polypeptide segments is described by the Dirac $\delta$ function

$$\exp[-\beta V_b(R)] = \prod_{i=1}^{M-1} \delta(\mathbf{r}_{i+1} - \mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{r}_i^s), \quad (2)$$

where $\sigma_s$ denotes the segment diameter, $M$ stands for the degree of polymerization, $R = (\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{r}_M)$ specifies the molecular configuration or positions of individual segments, and $\delta$ stands for the one-dimensional Dirac $\delta$ function. The bonding potential merely imposes the chain connectivity of the coarse-grained segments. The tangent chain model ignores the bending energy and intramolecular interactions leading to the secondary structures of RNA and polypeptides. As discussed earlier, we assume that equilibrium properties of encapsidated RNA are not sensitive to the atomic details.

Because the HBV capsid is fenestrated with nonspherical holes as large as 2.4 nm $\times$ 1.8 nm (5), the capsid surface is permeable to small ions but not to the macromolecules. The $T = 4$ HBV capsid is thus approximated as a spherical shell with an inner radius $R_c = 13$ nm and a surface charge density $Q_c = 0.7$ nm$^2$ (20). The electrostatic charge of the HBV capsid arises from that of the core proteins, which in this work are represented by a spherical shell without consideration of the microscopic details. The charge density of the empty capsid (without C-terminal tails) was reported in an earlier publication (20), and was obtained by fitting experimental data for the equilibrium constant for self-assembly of the viral capsid. The inner surface of the HBV capsid is “tethered” with 240 copies of the protamine tails, one from each capsid protein. In a WT capsid, each protamine tail consists of 34 amino acid residues, among which 16 are positively charged (arginine residues), four are negatively charged (three phosphorylated serines and one glutamate), and the rest are neutral (18,21). HBV mutants consist of core proteins with partially truncated protamine tails. The protamine tails and encapsidated RNA are restricted to the interior space of the HBV nucleocapsid.

The interaction between an RNA/polypeptide segment and the capsid surface is described by a spherically symmetric potential,

$$\psi(r) = \begin{cases} \infty, & r > R_c - \sigma_i/2 \\ Z_i\phi_S(r)/4\pi\epsilon_0, & r \leq R_c - \sigma_i/2 \end{cases}, \quad (3)$$

where $\phi_S(r)$ represents the electrostatic potential due to the surface charge. Unlike a nonelectrostatic external potential, the electrostatic potential of the surface is coupled with the overall electrostatic potential of the entire charge system. Except for the electrostatic potential, the capsid exerts no direct effect on small ions.

Although our coarse-grained description of RNA packaging provides no atomic details, it retains the appropriate size and charge of key components important for the thermodynamics of genome packaging. Because the numerical values for the electrostatic status and diameter of individual nucleotides and amino acids are well established, the coarse-grained model is free of any adjustable parameters. As a result, the theoretical predictions provide a stringent test of the thermodynamic approach to modeling nucleocapsid formation. The predictive method is particularly useful for describing the microscopic structure and properties of nucleocapsids in vivo.

**Thermodynamic potential**

Recent mutagenesis experiments suggest that upon nucleocapsid formation, an RNA chain binds the protamine tails inside the HBV capsid with the 3’ end slicing between the capsid lumen and the host cell (Fig. 1 a) (8,22). Because the RNA fragment exposed outside the capsid is subject to enzyme digestion, only the encapsidated RNA is biologically active, e.g., in its reverse transcription to DNA within the HBV nucleocapsid. Therefore, in this work, each nucleocapsid is considered as a semi-open system defined by the number of protamine tails grafted at the inner surface, a partially encapsidated RNA chain, and permeable small ions with chemical potentials defined by a bulk solution.
The optimal amount of RNA in a stable nucleocapsid is determined by minimization of a thermodynamic potential that depends not only on the internal structure of the nucleocapsid but also on the thermodynamic properties of the local cellular environment (23):

\[ F = F_{\text{capsid}} + F_{\text{out}}, \tag{4} \]

where \( F_{\text{capsid}} \) stands for the semigrand-canonical potential of a nucleocapsid, and \( F_{\text{out}} \) is the thermodynamic potential of the RNA outside the capsid. Equation 4 reflects the partition of an RNA chain into a portion inside the capsid and the part that remains outside.

The first term on the right side of Eq. 4 accounts for RNA-capsid interactions; this term depends on the capsid size, the number densities of RNA and protamine tails, and the chemical potentials of small ions. Within the coarse-grained model, the thermodynamic properties of a nucleocapsid can be calculated by using a density functional theory (DFT) for inhomogeneous polyelectrolytes (13). The free energy of RNA outside the nucleocapsid accounts for RNA interaction with the cellular milieu. This term can be estimated from the reversible work to create a cavity within the host cell (to accommodate the unpackaged RNA segments),

\[ F_{\text{out}} = \Pi v (N_{\text{pgRNA}} - N_{\text{RNA}}), \tag{5} \]

where \( \Pi \) stands for the osmotic pressure of the cellular environment, \( v \) is the average volume of an RNA segment, \( N_{\text{pgRNA}} \) represents the total number of segments for the entire RNA chain (e.g., pgRNA), and \( N_{\text{RNA}} \) is the number of encapsidated nucleotides. Because of the compartments, the host cell does not have a uniform osmotic pressure; here, \( \Pi \) corresponds to a local osmotic pressure within the host cell in which RNA encapsidation occurs. Although the local osmotic pressure is unknown, we find that the osmotic pressure term has little effect on the total thermodynamic potential. In this work, we assume \( \Pi = 10 \text{ bar} \), which is reasonable for a cellular environment. The total free energy (Eq. 4) is minimized with respect to the length of RNA inside the capsid. Because of the linearity of the second term, the thermodynamic potential of RNA is independent of the length of RNA outside the capsid.

The free energy of the nucleocapsid corresponds to a semigrand potential that depends on the molecular composition of the grafted polypeptides, the length of encapsidated RNA, the chemical potential of salt ions, and the interaction potential between the capsid and its interior components,

\[
F_{\text{capsid}} = \sum_{\alpha=+,-} \int dr \rho_{\alpha} (r) [\ln \rho_{\alpha} (r) - 1] + \sum_{\alpha=+,-} \int dr \rho_{\alpha} (r) [\Psi_{\alpha} (r) - \mu_{\alpha}] + \sum_{M=R,T} \int dR \rho (R) \Psi (R) + F^{\text{ex}}. \tag{6}
\]

In Eq. 6, subscript \( \alpha \) denotes small ions and \( M \) for macroions \((R = \text{RNA}, T = \text{polypeptide})\); \( \rho_{\alpha} (r) \) and \( \rho (r) \) stand for the density profiles of tethered polymers and small ions, respectively; and \( \Psi \) represents the capsid external potential. The excess Helmholtz energy, \( F^{\text{ex}} \), accounts for the thermodynamic nonideality of the system, i.e., the free energy arising from nonbonded interactions. In calculating \( \Psi \), we solve the electrostatic potential of the capsid along with the density profiles of all ionic species, including those from tethered polypeptides and encapsidated RNA.

Because both polypeptides and RNA are confined within the capsid, the semigrand potential (Eq. 6) excludes the translational entropies of the chain molecules. However, in excluding the ideal-gas part of the chain free energies for the tethered polypeptides and RNA, we have also discarded contributions due to both the translational and conformational entropies of the confined chains. Although these two contributions cannot be decoupled in the DFT calculations, we may estimate the effect of chain conformation on RNA packaging by using equations for an ideal Gaussian chain confined in a spherical cavity. In the ground-state dominance approximation, we can calculate the free energy for confining a chain of \( N \) Kuhn segments in a spherical cavity of radius \( R_c \) (24),

\[
\beta F = \frac{\pi^2 a^2}{6R_c^2} N, \tag{7}
\]

where \( a \) is the Kuhn length, taken to be the segment diameter for our tangentially connected sphere chains. Equation 7 provides an upper bound for the thermodynamic driving force of RNA packaging related to the chain confinement. Because the conformational entropy of the tethered polypeptides is insensitive to the RNA length, the reduced thermodynamic potential due to the RNA conformation is \( \beta \delta F/R / \delta N \approx \pi^2 a^2 / (6R_c^2) \approx 5 \times 10^{-3} \) regardless of the RNA chain length. In comparison with the other effects (see Fig. 2 b), the conformational entropy of polymers has little influence on RNA packaging. Therefore, the main effect of discarding the ideal-gas part of the free energy for RNA/polypeptide chains is the desired exclusion of the translational entropy of the chains.

The number of nucleotides in a stable nucleocapsid is found by minimizing the thermodynamic potential (23):

\[
\frac{\partial F}{\partial N_{\text{RNA}}} = 0. \tag{8}
\]

Because \( F_{\text{out}} \) is a linear function of \( N_{\text{RNA}} \) and \( N_{\text{pgRNA}} \) is a constant, Eq. 8 can be rewritten as

\[ \frac{\partial F_{\text{capsid}}}{\partial N_{\text{RNA}}} = \Pi v. \tag{9} \]

Equation 9 suggests that at thermodynamic equilibrium, the reversible work to insert an RNA segment inside the nucleocapsid is the same as that to push the same RNA segment
nucleocapsid, the excess Helmholtz energy functional can be divided into contributions due to the excluded-volume effects, direct Coulomb interactions, and charge/chain correlations:

\[
\beta F^{ex} = \beta F^{ex}_{hs} + \beta F^{ex}_{ch} + \beta F^{ex}_{C} + \beta F^{ex}_{el},
\]

(10)

where

\[
\beta F^{ex}_{hs} = \int dr \left\{ -n_0 \ln(1-n_3) + \frac{n_1 n_2}{1-n_3} - \frac{n_1}{1-n_3} \right\}
\]

(11)

\[
\beta F^{ex}_{ch} = \frac{1-M}{M} \int dr \, n_{Vp} \left( 1 - n_{V2p} n_{V2p} / n_{2p}^3 \right) \ln \sigma_{p}, n_{a}
\]

(12)

\[
\beta F^{ex}_{C} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{ij} \int dr \int dr' Z_i Z_j \rho_i(r) \rho_j(r') / |r-r'|
\]

(13)

\[
\beta F^{ex}_{el} = \beta F^{ex}_{el} \left( \{ \rho_i^b \} \right) - \int dr \sum \Delta C^{(1)el}_{ij} \left[ \rho_i(r) - \rho_j^b \right] - \frac{1}{2} \int dr \int dr' \sum \Delta C^{(2)el}_{ij} \left[ \rho_i(r) - \rho_j^b \right] \left[ \rho_j(r') - \rho_j^b \right].
\]

(14)

In Eqs. 10−14, \( n_{2p}, n_{3}, n_{a} = 0, 1, 2, 3, V_1, V_2 \), are the scalar and vector-weighted densities from the fundamental measure theory (29); \( \Delta C^{(1)el}_{ij} \) and \( \Delta C^{(2)el}_{ij}(r) \) are, respectively, the first-order and second-order electrostatic direct correlation functions of charged particles at bulk densities \( \rho_i^b \); \( F^{ex}_{el} \left( \{ \rho_i^b \} \right) \) is the corresponding electrostatic Helmholtz energy of the charged particles in the bulk; and \( y(\sigma_p, n_a) \) stands for the contact value of the cavity correlation function of the polyion segments.

In Eq. 10, \( F^{ex}_{hs} \) is obtained from a modified fundamental measure theory for hard spheres (30,31); this term gives an accurate description of the free energy affiliated with the excluded volumes of nonbonded polymeric segments and small ions. \( F^{ex}_{hs} \) represents the Helmholtz energy due to the intrachain correlation, which follows an extension of the first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory for polymeric fluids to inhomogeneous systems (25,33). \( F^{ex}_{el} \) arises from the direct Coulomb interactions among charged species: this term is identical to that given by the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. As is well documented, the PB equation ignores ionic size and the electrostatic and intrachain correlations. The Helmholtz energy due to the electrostatic correlations, \( F^{ex}_{el} \), is derived from a quadratic functional expansion of the electrostatic free energy (34,35), where the direct correlation functions of the uniform reference system are obtained from the mean spherical approximation (36). The
numerical performance of individual terms in Eq. 10 has been calibrated in our previous publications (25,26).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To quantify the role of electrostatic interactions in nucleocapsid formation, we consider RNA encapsidation in WT HBV and various mutants in which the core protein contains truncated protamine tails. Fig. 1c shows the amino acid sequences of the protamine tails considered in this work. These sequences are identical to those used in early mutagenesis experiments (8). Given a protamine tail length and sequence, we have calculated the thermodynamic potential of the nucleocapsid with different amounts of encapsidated RNA and identified the optimal genome length in the capsid for the WT HBV and mutants.

Fig. 1b shows representative examples of how the total free energy of the nucleocapsid varies with the number of encapsidated nucleotides for the WT HBV and mutant 164. Similar plots are obtained for all other mutants. The stable nucleocapsid contains an optimal number of nucleotides that minimizes the thermodynamic potential (Eq. 4). Table 1 presents theoretical predictions of the RNA lengths in HBV capsids in comparison with experimental data (8). The agreement is good for both the WT HBV and mutant 164, two nucleocapsids with known RNA contents. It is of interest that the theory predicts the RNA length in WT HBV, matching almost exactly the result obtained from E. coli (4). The success of our coarse-grained model suggests that the thermodynamics of RNA encapsidation is indeed dominated by nonspecific interactions, and that the genome content is little influenced by atomic details, including the secondary RNA structure.

Except for mutant 179, all mutants contain less RNA compared with the WT. Although in general the RNA content is increased upon retention of more amino acid residues at the C-terminus of the capsid protein, there is no direct correlation between the RNA length and the length of C-terminal tails. The lack of size correlation suggests that RNA encapsidation is not sensitive to the capsid volume (unlike DNA packaging in bacteriophages) or the surface area. Because mutant 179 lacks a glutamate and three neutral residues at the protamine tail, we predicted that it would be able to attain a larger amount of RNA compared with the WT. As observed in experiments (8), the RNA lengths in mutants 173 and 179 are close to that in the WT capsid.

Fig. 2a shows that the RNA length in various mutants of HBV is approximately linearly correlated with the net charge of the C-terminal tails. The small deviation from the straight line is probably due to the specific sequences of the protamine tails. Although qualitatively the increase of the genome length with the capsid charge can be understood in terms of charge neutrality, the thermodynamic potential is affected not only by the net charge of the capsid but also by the charge distribution at the protamine tails and by the molecular excluded-volume effects. In addition, as Table 1 indicates, the ratio of these opposite charges is not fixed. Upon restoration of the amino acid residues from mutant 164 to WT, the charge ratio changes from 1.74 to 1.16.

Fig. 2b shows various molecular driving forces for RNA encapsidation in the WT capsid. The different components of the excess thermodynamic potential are defined in Eqs. 10–14. Here the contribution due to small ions is obtained by using the grand potential for the salt ions, defined as

\[
\beta Q^d_{\text{salt}} = \sum_{a=\gamma,\omega} \int dr \rho_a(r) [\ln \rho_a(r) - 1] + \sum_{a=\gamma,\omega} \int dr \rho_a(r) [\Psi_a(r) - \mu_a].
\]

It is clear that RNA binding to the protamine tails is most favored by the entropy effect affiliated with the release of small ions upon neutralization of the oppositely charged macromolecules. The origin of this entropic attraction has been discussed in earlier work on the binding of ligand and DNA (37), and more recently by a simulation of the interaction between oppositely charged micelles or globular proteins (38). As expected, an increase of the osmotic pressure outside the nucleocapsid favors RNA encapsidation. However, such an effect is negligible in comparison with contributions due to intermolecular interactions and entropy of salt ions. Fig. 2b also indicates that the excluded-volume effects disfavor RNA packaging and that the opposite is true for the intrachain correlations. It is rather surprising that the electrostatic energy within the nucleocapsid, including the charge correlation effects, is against RNA encapsidation.

As indicated earlier, the osmotic pressure has only a minor effect on the optimal RNA length. For example, the equilibrium RNA length changes from 3307 for osmotic pressure set to 0 bar to 3356 for 10 bar. However, the effect of capsid charge on RNA packaging is nonnegligible. Compared to a neutral capsid, the surface charge density \( Q_C = 0.7/\text{nm}^2 \) of the capsid increases the optimal RNA length by \( \sim 30\% \). For example, the optimal RNA length in a WT HBV capsid is 2335 nucleotides if the surface is neutral and 3356 nucleotides for the capsid with surface charge density \( Q_C = 0.7/\text{nm}^2 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutants</th>
<th>( M_T )</th>
<th>( q_T )</th>
<th>( \eta_T )</th>
<th>( Q_T )</th>
<th>( Q_{T^*}^\text{ex} )</th>
<th>( R_{T^*}^\text{ex} )</th>
<th>( Q_{T^*}^\text{ex} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>183 (WT)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>3356</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>2508</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>2992</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>2752</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3120</td>
<td>3632</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>( \sim 3400 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( M_T \), number of amino acid residues at the C-terminal tails of HBCAg; \( q_T \), electrostatic charges on each tail; \( \eta_T \), average number of charges per residue; \( Q_T \), net charge of all C-terminal tails; \( Q_{T^*}^\text{ex} \), predicted total charges of encapsidated RNA; \( R_{T^*}^\text{ex} \), nominal charge inversion ratio; \( Q_{T^*}^\text{ex} \), experimental values for the total charges of the encapsulated RNA.
The coarse-grained model also allows us to quantify the inhomogeneous distributions of the amino acid residues and nucleotides within an HBV nucleocapsid. The microscopic information is important for understanding reverse transcription in HBV nucleocapsids from pgRNA to a partially double-stranded DNA, and the subsequent nucleocapsid envelopment and secretion. However, the internal structure is difficult to obtain from direct measurements. Fig. 3 shows the local densities of RNA and protamine tail segments in the capsid lumen for WT HBV and various mutants considered earlier. As observed in cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) measurements (5,11,39), the encapsidated RNA is mainly located near the inner surface of the capsid and the packing density is extremely low at the center. A strong band of RNA between 90 and 125 Å in radius in the WT capsid is consistent with the density peak near the inner surface predicted by our theoretical calculations. In addition to the strong peak close to the inner surface, the density profile of RNA segments has a broad, though shallow, distribution tail extending to 40 Å in radius, roughly coinciding with the thickness of the C-terminal tails. Except for the peak near the inner surface of the capsid, where the RNA density remains nearly constant across different viral variants, the distribution of RNA segments within the capsid lumen closely follows that of the protamine tails. Beyond the brush region of the protamine tails, the density of RNA segments reaches a low plateau and remains approximately constant throughout the capsid center. It appears that the central region is mainly occupied by a small number of RNA segments and cations that help to maintain the charge neutrality.

The local densities of charged components inside the HBV nucleocapsid are closely correlated with their charges, positions along the polymer chain, and distribution of the mean electrostatic potential. Fig. 4a shows the local packing density of amino acid residues with respect to their charges for a WT HBV virus. The strong density peaks and oscillations near the capsid shell are attributed to the tethering effect and chain connectivity. Whereas the positively charged arginine residues present a sharp peak near the inner surface and the density profile spans the entire polypeptide brush, the neutral and negative amino acids exhibit much broader distributions. Fig. 4b shows the density distributions of three phosphorylated serine sites (155, 162, and 170), and the mean electrostatic potential in a WT HBV capsid. Although all serine residues exhibit Gaussian-like distributions, serine 155 is restricted to a much narrower region in comparison with the other two, because it is closest to the capsid surface.

**FIGURE 3** Local packing densities of RNA segments and C-terminal tails of HBV nucleocapsids. The local packing fraction for RNA/protamine tail segments is defined as $\eta(r) = \pi \rho(r) \sigma^2/6$, where $\rho(r)$ represents the local number density and $\sigma$ the segment diameter.
It is interesting to note that the electrostatic potentials at the peak positions of serine residues are close to each other, implying a correlation between the local electrostatic field and phosphorylation status of serine residues. Diverging from an earlier theoretical prediction (10), we find that the local electrostatic potential varies with RNA packaging and cannot be represented by a parabolic function.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the RNA contents and the internal structure of WT HBV and mutants can be captured quantitatively by a coarse-grained model with explicit description of the electrostatic charge and excluded-volume interactions. The theoretically predicted RNA lengths are in good agreement with experiments. Although stable nucleocapsids maintain a proper balance between oppositely charged macromolecules, direct electrostatic interaction makes a relatively insignificant contribution to the overall molecular driving forces of RNA encapsidation. Furthermore, the molecular model is able to describe the internal structure of nucleocapsids, which is not directly accessible to conventional experiments. In addition to a strong shell of RNA segments next to the capsid inner surface, we find that within the capsid lumen, the RNA density closely follows that of the protamine tails. In light of the generic nature of the molecular model for nucleocapsids, we expect that the theoretical description of RNA encapsidation presented in this work is applicable not only to HBV but to a wide variety of ssRNA/ssDNA viruses that entail strong electrostatic interactions for nucleocapsid formation (40).
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